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What do consumers of lamb from Aragon think about the information given on the label? 
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Labels serve the meat industry to distinguish their brands in the market, and to consumers to have 
information about the quality of the product. But the information contained on labels is not always 
useful or clear and thus, it is possible that consumers do not use it properly. The aim of the present 
work was to asses what consumers, from a Spanish region with high consumption of lamb, think 
about some information contained on the labels. 

Data were collected trough a postal questionnaire-based survey in Aragón, northern Spain, containing 
closed end questions with answering categories. 2000 surveys were sent, of which 346 were used for 
the analysis. The sample population was almost equally spread by age (older or younger than 50 
years old), but not by sex (62.9% women and 34.0% men). 

The label information respondents read more was origin of the meat (32.3%), tray weight (20.9%), 
packaging enterprise name (18.0%), shell-by date (15.6%) and price (13.2%). 

Concerning the clarity of information, 85.2% of respondents considered that information about 
cooking method was anything or little clear, as well as the production system (85.7%), age of the 
animal (84.6%) or feeding system (92.2%). Most respondents (69.4%) considered that information 
about enterprise which commercialize the meat is enough or very clear, as well as the sell-by date 
(90.4%) or the piece of meat  (72.6%) 

Consumers were asked about information lacks on labels and what they would wish to find on them. 
Only 108 respondents answered this question. The most frequent answer was production system and 
feed (72.2%), followed by animal origin  (19.4%), nutritional information (8.3%), advices about cooking 
(6.5%), incomes received by farmers (4.7%), medical treatment received by animals (3.7%) or 
slaughter procedure (1.8%), whereas the 10.2% of respondent claimed about the truthfulness and 
clarity of information. 
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